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FAcILItIEs In AgrInAvIA MAp 

AgrInAvIA MAp is designed specially for agricultural 
purposes and is optimized to work with high-resolution 
orto photos. 

• Measure the areas. 
• Present field information 
• Print presentable maps
• Edit areas

turn 

Agrinavia MAp

• Take your field map program with you into the  
 field - on your PDA
• Export graduated lime requirement files
• Plot other informations such as drainage map
• Expand your Agrinavia MAP with GPS modules
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Measure the areas
To measure an area you zoom in on your Orto photo so you can 
see every detail. After zooming in, you draw the field bound-
ary. While drawing the field boundary you can move the map 
or enlarge it. When the field boundary is complete the program 
calculates the area of the field. 

Editing areas
When it comes to editing areas, Agrinavia MAP is without com-
parison. Areas are easily divided by drawing a line from bound-
ary to boundary. You can also parallel shift a boundary with the 
number of meters you like for example to calculate the area of a 
20 meter headland. With a unique function you can get the pro-
gram to calculate a field division by stating the desired number 
of hectares. 

presentation of field data
After having entered the field codes in the fields the program 
automatically gets information about the fields from your field 
program, Agrinavia Field. The field map is coloured depending 
on the type of crop. The program can show a wide range of 
information from your field plan and field records. For example 
crop names, names of varieties, fertilizer levels, sowing plan 
etc. 

print presentable maps
In Agrinavia MAP the printing function gives you lot of opportuni-
ties. You can print either the complete map or part of it. You can 
also print the map in real scale and choose to place the head-
lines and comments on the map. 
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MoDuLEs In AgrInAvIA MAp 
• Multiple users
• Multiple farms
• Farm Site Mate 

• Analysis /registration of the results from soil samples
• Languages: English, German, Swedish, Danish

Expand with more modules 
Build up your Agrinavia MAP with the modules you need when 
you want to have a complete overview. This is possible both for 
you with a smaller property or if you work as a consultant. 

Draw other information’s such as a drainage map
Agrinavia MAP is not just for area and distance calculations. 
You can also enter data as drains, wells, land lines, weed fields, 
lanes, etc. 

Expand map program with gps modules 
Agrinavia MAP can be extended with AgroSat modules to han-
dle GPS data for example yield maps, analytical maps, EM38 
maps, graduated lime requirements maps and more.

take your field map into the field - with Farm site Mate 
Through a special menu in the program, you can exchange field 
maps with the program Farm Site Mate at a PDA (pocket com-
puter). This allows you to take your field maps, drainage maps 
or weed maps into the field, and use GPS to find the exact spot 
you need. With Farm Site Mate you can also measure for ex-
ample the drains, that you have established or repaired. When 
you are back at the office, you can easily transfer your measure-
ments to Agrinavia MAP.

Agrinavia MAP and Farm Site is also the best combination of 
programs if you want to get started with spot spraying or modu-
lation of for example lime, fertilizer, seeds etc. The plans are 
made in Agrinavia MAP and then transferred to Farm Site.
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